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Our Kindred Spirits Collection  is overflowing with springtime joy.  
We have colorful tablecloths, set al fresco, collectible memory-making mommy & me aprons  

and 1940’s cotton porch dresses to turn your every day into a WOW day! Unusual runners and cushions  
to freshen up your home and make that old wicker chair happy. We have new watercolor tea towels  

and fabulous footwear to dance into spring. Let us know what you enjoy most.

—April xx

A. EMMA PORCH DRESS A fabulous 1950’s inspired 
style showcasing a lovely April floral dipped in sweet 
spring green. Cotton. XS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108 
(shown with Boater Hat $32 & Greta’s Garden Crochet 
Cushion Cover $22)

B. FIESTA STRIPE SHIRT DRESS A one of a kind 
shirt dress that’s destined to draw spontaneous 
smiles and forthright compliments! Powerful 
summer palette in an easy and flattering shape. 
Cotton. Multi. XS-XXL  $98 (shown with Siesta 
Runner $39) 

C. JADE DOT PORCH DRESS A sleeveless dress 
with practical pockets takes you from farmers market 
mornings to sweet tea afternoons! A signature 
summer print trimmed with crochet accents and 
petite pleats. Cotton. GreenDot. XS–XXL $88

D. MING DRESS A romance infused pinafore 
offering an enticing Eastern inspired motif. Classic 
style elements include self fabric ties, light gathers, 
and a fully lined body. Rayon. Coral. XS–XXL $88 
W1–W2 $98 (shown with Flourish Shoe p. 39) 

on the cover: DINA DRESS see page 12

smileapril’s sunnies make you

Warm weather and barefoot days are knocking 
at the door–and I for one intend to enjoy every 

moment! From the smile inspiring cherry 
blossoms to the brave emerald shoots peeking 

from the earth–and I’ll be listening for the 
redwing blackbirds as well! This, dear friends, is a 
moment to breathe in all that summer has in store 

and an open invitation to just be you.

—April xx
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A. HOTHOUSE LAYERED TABLE SET Layers of love is 
signature April combined and curated just for you! Included: 
Parakeet Breakfast Cloth, Daydream in Fuchsia Café Cloth, 
Vivian in Gold Runner &  set of Vivian Napkins in Gold.  
($142 sold seperately) SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $119 

B. FIESTA STRIPE DRESS  The simple pleasure of stripes 
has the power to make me so happy! I adore this 40’s era 
design with a notched collar and fabric covered buttons. 
Great silhouette. Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL  $118

C. POET CAMISOLE Lyrical by nature with a feminine 
peekaboo lace construction set atop a simple, beautiful 
shape. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $69

D. FIESTA STRIPE SKIRT The simple pleasure of stripes 
has the unmitigated, unparalelled power to make me happy! 
A sunbow of summer color in a fabulously full skirt. Elastic 
waist at center back, side zip. Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL $98 

KITCHEN BUNDLES  A matching kitchen set to brighten 
up your cooking space! Included: one adult apron, two tea 
towels & two potholders.  
E. DAYDREAM KITCHEN SET ($94.50 sold separately) $79 
F. WATER LILY KITCHEN SET ($54 sold  separately) $54

G. HADLEY DRESS Monochromatic reverse print on petal 
pink ground, artfully highlighted by hand drawn florets for 
emphasis. A timeless style with a cross-over neckline and 
gathered pleats at the shoulders and center back. Mommy  
& Me style available. Cotton. Pink. XS–XXL  $118

brighten up the kitchen
with these bundles!

style notes
crossover bodice, vintage 

silhouette, fully lined,  
back zipper
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A. FLORAL HOUSE CHECK DRESS This makes me think of country 
fairs and summer days at the shore. A happy, feminine style in an 
energizing palette that looks great on every skin tone. Cotton. Green. 
XS–XXL $78 (shown with Laisis Shoe)

B. AUDREY HAT 4” Brim. Woven Ribbon. Polyester. By Jeanne 
Simmons. Imported. OS $29 

C. ANNA LONG COVER UP Light as a feather, our classic terry voile 
coverup is tailor made to layer over all the pretty dresses in the collection. 
Beach ready beautiful! Cotton/Rayon. Available in Red & White.  
XS –XXL $68 W1–W2 $78  

D. LAISIS SHOE French inspired design, two-piece leather and 
crocheted fabric wedge with leather flower appliques. Hand painted 
leather, sequined and crochet fabric, floral embossed insole, antiqued 
hardware, covered wedge. Velcro closure. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. 
Imported. Size 37-41 $89.99  

E. NELLIE DOT BLOUSE Express your joy through fun loving polka 
dots! Delightfully drapeful rayon crepe presents the perfect option for 
all your seasonal adventures! Rayon/Cotton.  Ecru/Red. XS–XXL  $58  
(shown with Vagabond Jean $98)

F. NELLIE DOT SUNDRESS Express your joy with fun loving polka 
dots! The perfect, easy option for all your seasonal adventures.  
Rayon/Cotton. Ecru/Red. XS–XXL $58

G. DOTTIE PORCH DRESS A sweet cotton sunny in a style that  
looks great on everyone! Detailed with delicious crochet insets and 
inverted pleats below the waist for a flattering silhouette.  
Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88  
(shown with Fab Shoe p.35)
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style notes
retro swing skirt,  

oversized covered buttons, 
wrap around tie belt

perfect for outside dining or messy kiddos!

CUSHIONS & CUSHION COVERS A gorgeous accent 
cushion adds a dose of cheerful color to your home! 
Fabulous embroidery framed by an artful crochet trim. 
A. MING CUSHION COVER 20x20” $22 
B. DIXIE EMBROIDERED CUSHION 12x18” $49 
C. SIESTA CUSHION 12x18” $29 
D. GRETA’S GARDEN CROCHET CUSHION COVER  
(see opposite page) 20x20” $22

E. DAYDREAM TABLECLOTH Inimitable artistry elevated 
by joyful color transforms the everyday in a special way. 
Ignite your home to be the sanctuary of your own design. 
Fuschia. 36x36” $28 54x54”$59 

F. GARDEN PATCHWORK PENNANTS A fun, artistic  
way to bring natural beauty and colorful printed fabrics 
into your home- my granddaughter has these hanging in her 
playroom! 72” long $29 

OILCLOTHS These old-fashioned oil cloths are great  
for summer picnics and perfect for outdoor decor! The 
waterproof surface makes for an easy clean up.  
Cotton/PVC. 
G. FRUIT BASKET OILCLOTH  
52x72”$74 52x90” $89 
H. BETTY OILCLOTH 
52x52” $59 52x72”$74 52x90” $89 
I. MING OILCLOTH 
52x52” $59 52x72”$74 52x90” $89

J. DAYDREAM DRESS What a day! The Daydream in 
bright pink flourishes with the joy of color and celebrates 
how glorious it is to be a woman! A throwback design with 
a vivaciously vintage spirit. Mommy & Me style available. 
Cotton. Bright Pink. XS–XXL  $118
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KIDS SUNSUITS A nostalgic nod to 1950’s era sunsuits! So 
cute–get your cameras ready! Cotton. B $38 K $48  
A. DOTTIE GIRLS SUNSUIT Red.   
B. DINA GIRLS SUNSUIT Blue Check.  
C. SKETCH PAISLEY GIRLS SUNSUIT Pink.

SUNSUITS Frolick to your heart’s content in one of our vintage 
inspired ‘sun suits’! Masterfully crafted in a signature print and 
paired with a cute matching short. Last one in is a rotten egg! 
Cotton. XS–XXL $88  
D. EVIE EYELET White.  
E. DOTTIE SUNSUIT Red.   
F. BASKET ROSE SUNSUIT Green.  

    our 1920s   playsuits          are the bee’s knees!

style notes
cotton eyelet, pom-pom 

detail on shorts, adjustable 
straps, zip closure, self 
scallop detail on neck
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A. PRAIRIE TABLECLOTH You can practically smell 
the yarrow and astor; the hyssop and milkweed. These 
wildflowers kindle precious memories in me and offer gifts 
beyond riches. Cotton. Blue. 54x54”$39 60x90” $59

B. DINA GIRLS DRESS Sweet and simple with the 
precious details we never get enough of! A creation of 
delicate crochet trims and bubblegum ready pockets. 
Cotton. Blue Check. B $34 K $44 G $54 (shown with Picnic 
Patchwork Cushion Cover $39 & Zinnia Bouquet Cushion 
Cover $24)

C. FRUIT BASKET GIRLS DRESS A joyfully delicious print 
on a summer ready yarn dyed plaid celebrates girlhood in 
the best possible way–note the bubble gum ready patch 
pockets! Cotton. Red. B $44 K $54 G $64

D. PAISLEY PORCH DRESS  A stunning color way for  
the season! Slight shaping in the bodice and self fabric ties 
create the perfect lines and ensure a remarkably flattering 
silhouette. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88 (shown 
with Boater Hat $32)

E. DINA DRESS A summer sky plaid in the softest cotton 
you’ll ever know! Delicate embroidered trim around the 
neckline and scoop pockets, contrast print inside the cuff, 
button up tab on the sleeve. Mommy & Me style available. 
Cotton. Blue Check. XS–XXL $88 

F. RED PAISLEY JUMPSUIT  So vibrant and feminine, 
this jumpsuit springs to life as a funloving, one of a kind 
design drawn straight from our dreams! Super lightweight 
cotton voile saturated with an unmistakeable April 
pattern. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $98

A

style notes
buttons at shoulder, crochet 

trim, button on belt
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A. TASSLE RED BLOUSE This blouse tastes like the 
tropics with a hint of Indian masala! It’s all about the self 
stripe cotton and exquisite embellishments. Ay, Caramba!  
Cotton. Red. XS–XXL  $68

B. CAPITANE PANT Luxurious linen is an elegant material 
manifesting innate sheen and delicious drape. The perfect 
option for the season and styled for an easy fit. Linen. 
White. XS–XXL $78

C. FRENCH BETTY DRESS Hotsy-Totsy! Design elements 
include a notched shirt collar, novelty buttons and a nifty 
fabric belt for the perfect fit. Cotton. Blue/White.  
XS–XXL $108 W1–W2 $118 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 35)

D. MEDLEY DRESS Stunning new shape! A vision of our 
signature patterns blending texture and color with alluring 
angles and handkerchief points. Rayon/Cotton. MixMatch.
XS-XXL $108

E. BERRY BUTTON DRESS  Famously vintage 40’s 
inspired style envisioned with a cute cap sleeve and 
oversized mother of pearl buttons. Cotton. Navy.  XS–XXL $78 
(shown with Audrey Hat p. 6)

“...these timeless beauties tell everyone who we are and what we love.”
     –Barbara Langpap, SD

style notes
1940’s porch dress, button on 

belt, oversized mother of pearl 
buttons, cute cap sleeve!
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A. DOTTIE DRESS Polka dot goodness 
for a season of smiles! A vintage inspired 
shape with a custom ‘layered bodice’ design. 
Beautiful on the body, accented with shaped 
pleats and button on ties. Cotton. Red.  
XS–XXL $108 (shown with Fab Shoe  p. 35)

B. STRAWBERRY PORCH DRESS Delicious 
designs make my mouth water! A flattering, 
feminine shape with patch pockets and 
button on fabric ties to ensure the perfect fit. 
Yum! Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. 
Navy. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98

C. FRUIT BASKET PORCH DRESS 
Guaranteed to engender smiles from passer-
bys and make your heart full! I’m smitten 
by vibrant color and I think it’s wonderfully 
expressed in our classic summer sundress. 
Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. Red 
Check. XS–XXL $98  W1–W2 $108 (shown 
with Boater Hat $32)

D. FRUIT BASKET TABLECLOTH Swing 
your way into spring by setting a fabulous 
40’s inspired table! A delicious assortment 
of plums, peaches, grapes, and pears. Cotton. 
Ecru. 36x36” $28 54x54”$39 56x92” $69

E. APPLE PIE CHECK DRESS A cheer 
inducing check we’ve paired with pretty dots 
in an alluringly versatile shape. Note the 
fabulous fabric covered buttons and contrast 
trim! Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. 
Red. XS–XXL $78

F. PICNIC PATCHWORK LAYERED TABLE 
SET Layers of love is signature April, 
combined and curated just for you! Included: 
Jamavar Red Dining Cloth, Fruit Basket 
Breakfast Cloth, Zinnia Runner & Jamavar 
Red Napkin Set of 4. ($163 sold  separately) 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $140

G. STRAWBERRY GIRLS DRESS Delectable 
strawberries in a charming shape that’s 
perfect for a playday, or school. Darling sailor 
collar embellished with solid tape trims and 
ties. Light gathers below the waist and solid 
red ties for a just right fit. Cotton. Navy.  
B $34 K $44 G $54

H. APPLE PIE GIRLS DRESS Country fairs, 
fried dough and the precious innocence of 
April’s Apple Pie girls dress! Vintage inspired 
gingham in a classic sundress design with 
extra special touches. Cotton. Red.  
B $34 K $44 G $54
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BAD springput a little 
in your step!

A. TAPESTRY LEGGING A ‘must have’ for pairing with 
everything from long tunics to cute camis and easy 
tees! Embellished on the lower leg with a classic April 
embroidery. Cotton/Spandex. Available in Rasberry, Lt 
Lilac, Maize, Lt Olive, White & Lt Periwinkle. XS–XXL 
$58 W1–W2 $68

B. TAPESTRY CROPPED LEGGING A summer ready 
version of our embroidered leggings! Perfect for pairing 
with long tunics, camis and tees–as well as a wonderful 
option for layering under dresses. Cotton/Spandex. 
Available in White & Black. XS–XXL $54

C. TAPESTRY BELL BOTTOM LEGGING Our classic 
leggings with a fresh twist! Super comfy cotton jersey 
showcasing a fabulous floral embroidery. Pair with our 
timeless tunics or vintage inspired blouses. Groovy! 
Cotton/Spandex. Available in Black & Red. XS–XXL $78

D. HOBO LEGGING Super comfy cotton jersey leggings 
made extra special by an artful mix of our favorite 
fabrics for the season. Cotton/Spandex. Available in 
Blue & Pink. XS–XXL $58

E. MICHELLE TUNIC A versatile design transforms the 
everyday in an unforgettable way! Stunning linen in a 
simple form with appealing lines, embellished with a 
signature cutwork lace collar. Linen. Available in White 
& Pink. XS–XXL $108  

F. FRENCH FEDORA Brimmed Fedora style. Paper 
braid tweed with white band accent. Polyester. By 
Jeanne Simmons. Imported. OS $29
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A. KARILYNN TUNIC My go-to outfit consists of a beautiful 
tunic paired with an easy pant or the Tapestry leggings. It’s 
comfortable, elegant, and flattering. Cotton. White/Aqua.  
XS-XXL $78 (shown with Tapestry Leggings p. 18)

B. MAGNOLIA TUNIC A dreamy vision from the artist’s 
brush leaves traces beyond the canvas. This painterly design 
draws the eye and uplifts the soul. If it’s you, you know it. 
Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL $68

C. ORCHID TUNIC Lavender cotton with a gently textured 
weave. Tuxedo pleats on the bodice and center back release 
to a romantic flounce with a relaxed silhouette. Cotton. 
Lavender. XS–XXL $78 

D. AVIGNON TUNIC I love the simple beauty conveyed by 
these blue florets on ecru, evoking both provincial elegance 
and prairie femininity. A fabulous style featuring a crossover 
neckline with contrast trim. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $64 
(shown with Tapestry Cropped Legging p. 18) 
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A. JADE DOT DRESS A sweet wrap dress 
that’s almost too delicious for words! You’ll 
absolutely love this flattering shape and 
summer ready color–not to mention the twirl 
happy, flounced gussets. Fabulous! Cotton. 
Green Dot.  XS–XXL $98 (shown with Fab 
Shoe p. 35) 

B. ANNA LONG COVER UP Light as a 
feather, our classic terry voile cover up is 
tailor made to layer over all the pretty  
dresses in the collection. Beach ready beautiful!  
Cotton/Rayon. Available in White & Red.  
XS –XXL $68 W1–W2 $78

C. SADIE COVER UP A light as air topper to 
pretty-up your every ensemble! Presenting 
a classic portrait collar and shaped pockets 
defined by a scintillating lurex trim. Cotton. 
Ecru. XS–XXL $58 (shown with Athena 
Camisole $78 & Vagabond Jean $98) 

D. PINK SKY DRESS It takes a dedicated 
team of women and men to create original, 
limited production designs like this. The 
perfect summer look! Cotton. Lavender. 
XS–XXL $108

E. KARILYNN DRESS A special garment 
highlighted by an embroidered placket and 
a relaxed summer silhouette. Cotton. White 
Aqua. XS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108

F. LAVANDE DRESS A variegated textured 
stripe in a soothing color way, crafted from 
the softest Indian cotton. Wonderful! Cotton. 
Lavender. XS–XXL $98 (shown with French 
Fedora p. 19)

same dress, 
different look!
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A. BIANCA DRESS Sublime sundress defined by natural 
fibers and a signature style crafted from a woven cotton 
jacquard with a subtle paisley design. Cotton. White.  
XS–XXL $98

B. PORCELAIN PORCH DRESS A fabulous new print 
featuring retro cutout flowers against a background of hand 
drawn dots. An adorable shape highlighted by elegant lines, 
pretty pleats, and practical pockets! Cotton. Blue/Ecru.  
XS-XXL $98 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 35)

C. CHLOE GIRLS DRESS Lightweight voile and cool cotton 
gingham in a gentle buttercup coloring. The Chloe is an old 
time design destined for all the fun in the world! Cotton. 
Butter. K $38 G $48 (shown with Sweetie Girls Legging in 
Yellow K $28 G $38)

D. HAILEY GIRLS DRESS So old fashioned! So turn of 
the century! The Hailey girls dress is inspired by the kind 
of patchwork home made dresses women once carefully 
crafted from recycled flour sacks. Cotton. MixMatch.  
K $58 G $68

E. PORCELAIN MEADOW DRESS So very charming,  
there’s a hint of Beatrix Potter in this imaginative dress. 
A pretty patchwork creation with a cute hood (lined) and 
lovely Chinese knot buttons. Cotton. Blue/Ecru.  
XS–XXL $108 (shown with Ocean Grove Sun Hat $29)
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treat yourself
at the end of the day

A. BONITA NIGHTY A gorgeous gown! Vibrant embroidery 
on a medley of our skin soft cottons, crochet trim artfully 
accentuates the neckline and armholes, light gathers define 
the bodice. Cotton. White. XS–XXL $78

B. BELLE FLOWER NIGHTY A one of a kind cotton  
nighty guarantees restful nights and languorous  
mornings! Scrolling embroideries dance across inset lace 
while gathers below the true waist ensure a free flowing 
silhouette. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98

C. BETTE NIGHTY A subtly striped, delightful cotton 
seersucker that’s so incredibly feather soft it can be called 
heavenly. Exquisitely embroidered and styled with gentle 
gathers. Cotton. Dawn Blue. XS–XXL $68 

D. DAWN SKY NIGHTY Such a wonderful new style! 
Nothing compares to skin soft cotton voile on your body, 
and our delicate trims are as soft and comfortable as they 
are beautiful.  Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88

E. JULIETTA NIGHTY Enchantingly romantic, the Julietta 
seems from the pages of a ‘happily ever after’ fairy tale. 
Deliciously soft cotton, inset waistband and ties with an 
extra full skirt. Cotton. Petal Pink. XS–XXL $98
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A. CAMELLIA NIGHTY Anon, fair maiden! Revel in the 
romantic notions of times long past. Renaissance neckline 
adorned with astonishing tone on tone floral embroidery 
masterfully framed by delicate crochet trims. Cotton. 
White. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88 (shown with Lilah Linen 
Cushion $59) 

B. BRONTE NIGHTY A one of a kind creation showcasing a 
stunning ‘layered tulip’ design and delicate flounce sleeves. 
Wonderful! Cotton. White. XS–XXL $98 

C. DUTCH NIGHTY This is it. The delightful cotton, the 
exquisite embroidery, and a commitment to quality and 
craftsmanship that’s all too rare in today’s marketplace. 
This classic nighty is a full length gown styled with light 
gathers and our signature crochet trim. Cotton. White.  
XS–XXL $78 (shown with Prairie Quilt $279–$299) 

D. CUSHIONS & CUSHION COVERS A gorgeous accent 
cushion adds a dose of cheerful color to your home! 
Shown from left to right: Ming Cushion Cover 20x20” $22, 
Kashmere Paisley Cushion Cover 20x20” $24, Greta’s 
Garden Crochet Cushion Cover 20x20” $22,  
Dixie Embroirered Cushion 12x18” $49 & Delilah Emb 
Cushion 20x20” $39 

E. BLANCHE NIGHTY Extra special touches and a 
commitment to quality define our classic cotton nighties. 
Delicate tone on tone embroidery and a lightly scalloped 
collar on the softest cotton ever. Heavenly! Cotton. White. 
XS–XXL $88

F. MING QUILT Our signature designs would be 
impossible to create without our visionary team of female 
designers and phenomenal technical artists. Thank you 
for supporting this craft and for keeping a worthwhile 
tradition alive. Cotton. Coral. 90x90” $279 90x108” $299

summer nights 
are made for cotton

style notes
pure cotton voile ming 
quilt, reverses to polka 

dot, trimmed with cotton 
velvet scallop, LOVE!
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BLOOMERS We’re bringing bloomers back 
to life in some of our best prints, and the 
result...Suffice it to say they bring a big smile 
to everyone who’s seen them! XS–XXL $39 
A. DOTTIE BLOOMER (shown with Delicate 
Camisole $58-$68)  
B. SWEET GEORGIA BLOOMER (shown 
with Poet Camisole $69)  
C. SKETCH PAISLEY BLOOMER (shown 
with Delicia Camisole $68)

D. SHORTALOONS A sweet adaptation of 
our popular Victorian inspired pantaloon 
pants. Perfect for layering under a dress and 
for curling up with a good book. Mommy 
& Me style available. Cotton. Available in 
White & Blue. XS–XXL $58 (shown with 
Delicate Camisole $58–$68) 

E. MARISSA LONG SLIP The perfect slip 
for layering under lightweight dresses, 
an essential underpinning for a well 
functioning wardrobe. Rayon. Ecru.  
XS–XXL $59 (shown with Felicity’s Flowers 
Throw $98)

F. CHRISTINA HALF SLIP An exceptionally 
well made garment boasting all the special 
April details you love. Cotton. Ivory.  
XS–XXL $68

G. ADELINE SLIP The perfect slip for 
layering under lightweight dresses– 
an essential underpinning for a well 
functioning wardrobe. Rayon. Available 
in Ecru (shown) & White. XS–XXL $58 
W1–W2 $68

H. ANGLAISE GIRLS BLOUSE This 
top half of our vintage inspired play suit 
channels all the fun and twinkly eyed sass 
of that darling girl. Cotton. Available in Soft 
Pink & White. B $26 G $36

I. GIRLS SHORTALOONS Shirley Temple’s 
inimitable cheer springs to mind every time 
I think of a little one parading about in these 
free flowing, eyelet trimmed cuties. Cotton. 
Available in White & Soft Pink. B $24 G $34
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Name

Street

City          State  Zip

Email   

Phone (required)

  ITEM NAME                 SIZE              COLOR                         QTY     PRICE EACH ITEM                           TOTAL

 

PAYMENT METHOD:               American Express    Master Card        VISA                DISCOVER                    CHECK/MONEY ORDER (see below) 
   

 

Account Number                                          

 

*Security #                                        Exp. Date (mm/yy)  
      

/

SIGNATURE FOR ALL CHARGES

I’ve enclosed a check or money order for... 
$____________________ 
No C.O.D. please.

 — APRIL CORNELL ORDER FORM — 

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

Merchandise Total
Delivery In
0–25.00
25.01–50.00
50.01–100.00
100.01–150.00
150.01–200.00
200.01–300.00
300.01-400.00
400.01 or more

*For standard shipping & handling rates to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, please visit our website.

Lowest cost via Surepost 
4-9 Business Days
$6.70
$8.70
$12.45
$16.45
$19.45
$22.45
$26.35
FREE

Standard Cost via UPS 
2-6 Business Days
$9.70
$11.70
$15.45
$19.45
$22.45
$25.45
$29.35
$32.35

Two-Day Air
2 Business Days
$21.70
$23.70
$27.45
$31.45
$34.45
$37.35
$41.35
$44.35

Next Day Air
1 Business Day
$26.70
$28.70
$32.45
$36.45
$39.45
$42.35
$46.35
$49.35

*     The 3-digit number is located on the back of the card at the end of the signature line. 
       AMEX 4-digit number is located on the front of the card above the card number. 
**   Add in local taxes if applicable.  

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

Ladies Collection

6-8/XS
34-36
27-28 
36-37

8-10/S
36-38
29-30 
38-39

10-12/M
38-40
31-32 
40-41

12-14/L
40-42
33-34 
42-43

14-16/XL
42-44
35-36 
44-45

16-18/XXL
44-46
37-38
46-47

Women’s Plus Size Collection 

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

18-20/W1
48-50
41-42
50-51 

20-22/W2
52-54
45-46 
54-55

W

* Actual garments measure slightly larger. 
* All sizing based on US sizing & measured in inches. 

        indicates plus size

2
2-3 years
22-24
21.5 or 22.5 
23

3/4
4-5 years
24-26
24.5 or 27 
27.5

5/6
6-7 years
26-28
28 or 30.5 
31

7/8
8-9 years
28-30
32 or 34.5 
35

9/10
10-11 years
30-32
33 or 35.5  
36

11/12
12-13 years
32-34
34 or 36.5 
37

Girls Collection 

Size 
Age 
Chest 
Dress Length 
Petticoats

SHIPPING COST (see chart)

SALES TAX   
(if applicable)

** Add 5.5% in ME 
** Add 6.35% in CT
** Add 7% in GA & NC 
** Add 7% in NJ & VT (linens only)
** Add 8.25 in TX
** Add 8.5% in WA
** Add 8.75% in CA & NY

ORDER TOTAL

NEED HELP PLACING AN ORDER? 
 
Online or By Phone Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com or give 
us a call at 888-332-7745 (Monday – Friday: 8:30am – 9:00pm EDT). 
 

Live Chat Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com and click the  
live chat button! If we’re not there, you can leave us a message. 
 

By Mail Send this form with personal information including credit card 
information, check or money order to: 

April Cornell 
131 Battery Street 
Burlington, VT 05401

Shipping Details Orders ship within 48 hours of order placement 
& we cannot guarantee changes once submitted. Orders do not ship on 
Saturday, Sunday or holidays.  

RETURNS & EXCHANGES 
 
Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, 
and in original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/
receipt or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not 
available, please provide your name and contact information on a piece 
of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality 
issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return. 
 
Current Seasons Items Current Season merchandise returned 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund of the purchase price, to the 
original form of payment used. 
 
Exchanges Send item(s) within 30 days of receipt to April Cornell 
Returns, 131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please include the 
bottom portion of the packing slip with the item and indicate the 
item number, description and size (if applicable) of item you would 
like to exchange.

A

A. WATERCOLOR TEA TOWELS Whether you call them hand towels, dish 
cloths, or tea towels, these uniquely charming (and practical!) textiles deliver a 
delightful splash of color and texture to the heart of your kitchen. Shown from left 
to right: Peony Watercolor Tea Towel, Beautiful Blooms Watercolor Tea Towel & 
Zinnia Bouquet Watercolor Tea Towel. Cotton. 19x27” $18 

B. MARSEILLE DOT JUMPSUIT Super lightweight crinkle rayon saturated with 
an unmistakeable April pattern. A one of a kind design drawn from our dreams. 
Rayon. Blue. XS–XXL $98 

C. SWEET FLOWER JUMPSUIT So vibrant and feminine, the Sweet Flower 
jumpsuit springs to life as a funloving, one of a kind design drawn straight from 
our dreams! Lightweight summer crepe saturated with an unmistakeable April 
pattern. Rayon. Purple. XS–XXL $98 

B

C
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indigo, turmeric & pomegranate  

A. INDIGO MEDALLION SUNDRESS A gorgeous 
summer ‘sunny’, inspired motif composed of rich blues 
and deep indigo. Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $88 (shown 
with Lacey Short Sleeve T-Shirt in White see online &  
Flourish shoe p. 39) 

B. WINDOW CHECK CAMISOLE Airy cotton 
goodness makes for a heavenly underpinning. There’s 
nothing like the feel of natural fibers when they come 
in a style as pretty and practical as this! Cotton. White. 
XS–XXL $44  (shown with French Fedora p. 19)

C. INDIGO MEDALLION PANT A fabulous print in 
summer weight cotton. The Indigo Medallion is a go-
anywhere style that looks super paired with our free 
flowing tunics and classic blouses. Cotton. Indigo.  
XS–XXL $78

D. INDIGO DANCE DRESS A timeless Indian 
inspired motif in mouth watering blues and indigo. 
A signature April style and a classic spring fashion! 
Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $98  (shown with Fab Shoe p. 
35 & French Fedora p. 19) 

E. CLAUDIA SHOE French inspired design, hand 
painted leather thong slide with a feminine metal button. 
Contrast stitch detail, cork wrapped wedge. Padded 
insole. By L’Artiste. Imported. Size 37–41  $89.99

F. GLENDORA SANDAL French inspired design, 
hand painted leather cross-band with antique finished 
metal buttons. Elasticized strap, geometric embossed 
design, contrast stitch detail. Padded insole. By 
L’Artiste. Imported. Size 37–41  $89.99

G. FAB SHOES French inspired design, flower 
embossed and laser-cut sandal bootie on a chunky 
stacked heel. Velcro closure. Padded insole. By 
L’Artiste. Imported. Size 37-41 $119.99

H. CARMINE CAMISOLE An adorable blouse to top 
off your outfit! I’m in love with block print inspired 
patterns that have a well worn, vintage quality. Cotton. 
Red Madder. XS–XXL $58

I. INDIGO PLEATED CAMISOLE Ancient indigo and 
rippened plum in a hand drawn design that captivates 
my spirit in indescribable ways. Cotton. Indigo.  
XS–XXL $58

indigo

indigo
turmeric
pomegranate
ochre

ochre

indigo

indigorose madder
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F
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oh my!
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A. LINEN & LACE LAYERED TABLE SET 
Layers of love is signature April, combined 
and curated just for you! Included: Luxurious 
Linen Dining Cloth in Linen, Lilah Linen in 
Lavender Runner & Lilah Linen Napkins in 
Lavender Set of 4. ($200 sold  separately) 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $169 

B. VICTORIAN ROSE DRESS Our classic 
pinafore design in a signature pattern for 
Spring. Gorgeous printed moss crepe, lightly 
gathered below the waist with pockets! 
Mommy & Me style available. Rayon. Pink. 
XS–XXL $118

C. TEA CUP BABY DRESS Tea parties 
with ‘stuffies’ and dolls as honored guests? 
Celebrate girlhood with a signature April 
Cornell pattern–and two lumps of joyous 
color! Cotton. White. B $44 K $54 G $64 
(shown with Bella Girls Petticoat $26–$46 )

D. LOVELY BABY DRESS A signature floral 
in petal soft pinks and mouth watering ecru. 
Crossover neckline and asymmetrical hem 
ensure a flattering silhouette. Cotton. Ecru. 
B $68 K $78 G $88

E. FRANCESCA DRESS Exquisite 
craftsmanship in an elegant, arresting 
design. Artful lace embellishment balances 
a simple shape with an alluring asymetrical 
hem. Cotton. Mist. XS–XXL $118 (shown 
with Fab Shoe p. 35)

F. LOVE LETTER LAYERED TABLE SET 
Layers of love is signature April, combined 
and curated just for you! Two sizes available, 
see online! ($246 sold  separately) SPECIAL 
BUNDLE PRICE $220 

get the look
a curated combination

Available in round & dining sizes

E

F

D

A

B

C

enjoy enchanting afternoons!teaset an alfresco 

miss chloe, our newest model
(and my granddaughter!)
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A. FRAISE DRESS A classic jumper is the sweetest spring 
fashion! A woven cotton chambray that’s almost too delightful 
for words. Inverted pleats and side seam pockets. Cotton. Pink/
Ecru. XS–XXL $98

B. FRENCH STRIPE PANT Artful designs honoring traditional 
small batch craftsmanship from a woman run, woman owned 
company. This cotton stripe presents a stunning style whose 
airy nature entices you to embrace the season. Cotton. Available 
in Pink/Ecru (shown) & Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL $78 (shown with 
Window Check Camisole p. 34)

C. FLOURISH SHOE French inspired design, hand painted 
leather filigree caged sandal featuring an embossed contrast 
leather center strap. Antiqued gold metal hardware, stacked 
conical heel. Velcro closure. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. 
Imported. Size 37–41  $99.99

D. GEORGIA COUSIN DRESS  Super soft cotton gingham 
combines with a signature print in a darling shape. Gathered 
at the waist for a free flowing silhouette. Mommy & Me style 
available. Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL $108 (shown with Annalouise 
Turban $29)

E. WATER GARDEN COVER UP An artful topper to inspire all 
your life’s endeavors! A beautiful blend of signature florals, lace, 
and cotton cutwork. Rayon/Cotton. MixMatch. XS–XXL $128 
(shown with Vagabond Jean $98)

E

D

A

B

C

soulhand loomed fabrics 
 a love note for the
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A. CLOUD BLOUSE These tones of perfect 
blue reveal a fleeting beauty we long to 
express. Gentle rayon drape embodies 
a design set with timeless April details. 
Gorgeous! Rayon. Sky. XS–XXL $58 (shown 
with French Fedora p. 19)

 B. FRENCH STRIPE PANTS Artful 
designs honoring traditional small batch 
craftsmanship from a woman run, woman 
owned company. This cotton stripe offers a 
stunning style whose airy nature entices you 
to embrace the season. Cotton. Available in 
Blue/Ecru & Pink/Ecru. XS–XXL $78 

C. CLOUD TUNIC A tunic that’s artfully 
styled with an appealing sweetheart neckline 
cinched by a cross stitch detail on the bodice. 
Rayon. Sky. XS–XXL $68 W1–W2 $78

D. FAVORITE CHINO PANT Such a cute 
shape in classic, sun loving color ways. Crisp 
summer poplin with a splash of lycra for a 
great stretch. Cotton/Elastane. Available in 
Periwinkle, Gold & Pink. Size 28–33 $89 

E. FRENCH STRIPE DRESS A fabulous 
textured stripe captures elegance and ease 
in a timeless material you will simply love on 
your skin. Cotton. Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL $108

E

D
A
B

B

C

                                                     
               on faraway 
 shores

day dream vacations...            

W
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NAVY GIVING PLATE $16 CAROLINA CUP & SAUCER $14 BLUE FLOWER TEA POT $34

VINTAGE HYACINTH NECKLACE ROSE $130 
A BONNY SUNFLOWER NECKLACE COPPER $130 MOTHER’S POEM TEA TOWEL $18

LOVE LETTER TEA SETS $29 
($33.50 sold  separately)

GARDEN PATCHWORK TEA SETS $29 
($33.50 sold  separately)

PEONY MOMMY AND ME APRONS $50 
($60 sold  separately)

mothers  
 

nighties, tea towels & a treasure 
trove of goodies to spoil mom!

day gift guide’

CHLOE NIGHTY $78 SWEET GEORGIA NIGHTY $78
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A. PROVENCE COUSIN DRESS Super soft cotton gingham combines 
with a signature plaid in a darling shape! Gathered below the waist for a 
free flowing silhouette. Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL  $118  

B. MARSEILLE DOT DRESS Old fashioned romance revels in timeless 
design. Polka dot smiles on our classic rayon enhanced by exquisite lace 
insets.  Rayon Crepe. Blue. XS–XXL  $138  W1–W2  $148

C. PRAIRIE CROCHET TABLECLOTH You can practically smell the 
yarrow and astor, the hyssop and milkweed. These wildflowers kindle 
precious memories in me and offer gifts beyond riches. Cotton. Yellow.  
36x36” $28 54x54” $39 56x92” $69 

D. AVIGNON DRESS Crisp cool cotton in a provincial inspired design–the 
perfect summer dress for stealing the thunder from the 4th of July! Cotton. 
Ecru. XS–XXL $118

E. VIVI PORCH DRESS Nothing compares to our vintage inspired dresses. 
Rows of pleats on the bodice define a slightly raised waist whilst the folded 
V-neck design draws a flattering line. Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. 
Blue. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 35)

classic
summertime  

cotton!

E
D

A

B
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A. SOFT DAYS LAYERED TABLE SET Layers of love 
is signature April, combined and curated just for you! 
Includes: Prairie Euro Cloth in Ecru, Kashmere Paisley 
Runner in Aqua & Kashmere Paisley Napkins in Aqua 
Set of 4. ($94 sold  separately) SPECIAL BUNDLE 
PRICE $82 (shown with Marseille Dot Dress p. 45 & 
Anna Long Cover Up p. 22)

B. PRAIRIE HOPSACK RUNNER NAPKIN BUNDLE 
Includes: Prairie Hopsack in Ecru Runner & Essential 
Hemmed Napkins in Ecru Set of 4. ($56 sold separately) 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $49

C. VIVIAN ECRU PLACEMAT NAPKIN BUNDLE 
Includes: Vivian Placemats in Ecru Set of 4 & Vivian 
Napkins in Ecru Set of 4. ($63 sold separately) 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $54

D. KASHMERE PAISLEY RUNNER NAPKIN BUNDLE 
Includes: Kashmere Paisley Runner & Napkins in Aqua 
Set of 4. ($58 sold separately) SPECIAL BUNDLE 
PRICE $52

E. GRETA’S GARDEN COLLAR APRON Our old 
fashioned aprons are the perfect complement to a joy 
filled kitchen. Made in durable cotton, they are a lovely 
gift for the aspiring and accomplished homemaker alike! 
Cotton. Ecru. OS $39

F. ANNALOUISE DRESS A classic wrap inspired dress 
that’s even better than the original! Sun kissed pinks 
and mouth watering ecru. Mommy & Me style available. 
Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $158

G. LOVELY DRESS A floral in petal soft pinks and mouth 
watering ecru. Crossover neckline and asymmetrical 
hem ensure a flattering silhouette. Lined. Mommy & Me 
style available. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $158 

G

E
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D
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same dress, 
different look!

add a touch of elegance... 
to your garden party  

with a dress up apron!

gift.
to host is a privilege.
to make memories 

is a 
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Hudson, QC  •  Montreal, QC • Courtenay, BC
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GET SOCIAL WITH US

FRENCH STRIPE DRESS (see page 41)  $108


